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Agenda

1. A Brief Look at the Past

2. A Refresher of the Present

3. An In-Depth Preview of the Future

4. Final Thoughts and Questions
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A Brief Look at the Past



• Prohibition on imposing annual or lifetime limits on coverage of essential health 

benefits (EHBs) and first-dollar coverage for preventive-care services

• The solution is coupling a general purpose HRA with a group health plan (GHP)

• HRA covering active 

employees and “piggy 

backs” onto an Employer-

Sponsored Group Health 

Plan

Integrated HRAs
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• HRA cannot satisfy Market 

Reforms because the 

maximum annual 

reimbursement limit is 

capped

Standalone HRAs

1

ACA Market Reforms
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Penalties for Non-Compliance

• Internal Revenue Code Section 4980D imposes an excise tax 

for a GHP’s failure to comply with ACA Market Reforms 

– $100 per day per individual

• Discovered by IRS During .

– Minimum of $2,500

– Significant violations: $15,000
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HRA Timeline

December 2016

• 21st Century Cures Act Passes creating the Qualified Small Employer 

Health Reimbursement Arrangement (QSEHRA)

January 2017

• QSEHRA becomes available

October 2017

• President Trump issues Executive Order to expand the use of HRAs

October 2018

• Tri-Agencies release proposed rules on Individual Coverage HRAs 

(ICHRAs)
6



HRA Timeline

June 2019

• ICHRA and Excepted Benefits HRA rules are finalized

September 2019

• Attending MMA Compliance COE ULearn on HRAs

January 2020

• New HRAs are available
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Summary of the New(-ish) HRAs

Qualified Small 

Employer HRA

Individual Coverage 

HRA

Excepted

Benefits HRA

Year Available 2017 2020 2020

Employer Size < 50 (non-ALE) No limit n/a

Reimbursement Options Premiums + Expenses Premiums + Expenses Limited Premiums + 

Expenses

Employer Plan Offerings Offer QSEHRA to all; 

Cannot offer any GHP 

Cav vary by classes; Can offer 

other group ancillary benefits

All the same

Annual Reimbursement Max $5,000* for individual; 

$10,000* for family

No limit $1,800*

Premium Tax Credit Offsets If “unaffordable”, employee can 

choose the HRA or PTC

PTC could be 

available

Employee Requirements Must have MEC Must have Individual Coverage Must be offered GHP

*Indexed annually
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Individual Coverage HRA: 

What We Know



Employees and dependents must be enrolled in  individual major medical 

coverage or Medicare (proof required)

Coverage for any part of a month for which a premium is due qualifies

Excepted benefits, Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance (STLDI), 

TRICARE or Healthcare Sharing Ministries do not count

Eligibility and Integration Requirements
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ERISA Status

• ICHRA itself is an employer sponsored group health plan

• The individual coverage/policy being reimbursed by the 

Plan will not be treated as part of the GHP if:

– Employer doesn’t select or endorse a particular carrier,

– Reimbursement is limited to individual coverage,

– Employer does not receive consideration, and

– Employer notifies participants annually that the individual 

policy is not subject to ERISA
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Cafeteria Plan

• Cafeteria plan can be designed to permit employee to 

pay for balance of individual coverage on a pre-tax basis

• This applies only to individual coverage offered outside 

the public health insurance exchange

• This is purely optional (Don’t do it!)

– Makes the employer responsible for remitting insurance 

premiums to various third parties
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Notice Requirements

• Must provide notice 90 days before the beginning of the 
plan year that meets certain content requirements
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– Terms and conditions of 
ICHRA, including dollar 
maximum

– Explanation of different HRA 
types

– Limitation for use with 
excepted benefits, including 
STLDI plans

– ERISA applicability

– Interaction/impact to premium 
tax credits

– Participants’ right to opt out or 
waive

– Requirements for 
substantiation

– Enrollment options in 
Exchange, elsewhere

– Participant responsibilities on 
enrollment changes

– Amount of ICHRA relevant to 
determine affordability



Employee Classes
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1. Full-Time (ACA FTE)

2. Part-Time

3. Same geographic location 

4. Salaried workers

5. Non-Salaried workers

6. Seasonal Employees

7. Collective Bargaining Agreement Employees

8. Employees in a Waiting Period for GHP

9. Non-resident aliens with no US-based income

10. Temporary staffing firm employees
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Any combination of 
classes permitted



Employee Class Size and Limits (1-5)

Employees Minimum Class Size

< 100 employees 10 employees 

100 – 200 employees
10% of the total number of 

employees

> 200 employees 20 employees
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Employee Class Size and Limits (1-5)
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• If an ICHRA is offered to a class, it must be offered on 

the same terms to all employees within the class. 

– Benefit levels can vary only based on age (3:1) and family 

size within a class

• If an ICHRA is offered to a class, it cannot offer its 

traditional GHP to that class, except that

– An employer may offer traditional coverage to 

grandfathered members of a class and limit new hires of 

that class to ICHRAs after a date chosen by the employer



Substantiation & Reimbursement

Substantiation

Employers must adopt reasonable substantiation procedures to confirm 

participants are enrolled in eligible medical coverage and communicate 

these to eligible employees no later than the first day of the plan year 

or effective date of coverage.

Employer may rely on the employee’s attestation of coverage or 

require reasonable proof of enrollment (such as an ID card).

Employees (and dependents) must substantiate enrollment in eligible 

medical coverage each time a request for reimbursement is submitted.

Reimbursement

ICHRA can be designed to limit reimbursements for individual 

insurance premiums

ICHRA can be designed to also allow reimbursements for Section 

213(d) qualified medical expenses so long as the expenses are not 

limited to medical expenses not covered by Medicare.
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Maintaining Health Savings Account Eligibility

• Making ICHRA HSA-Compatible

– ICHRA will not affect HSA eligibility unless it reimburses 
general medical expenses

– The plan document should outline what is reimbursable for 
those in an HDHP

• Reimburse premiums or

• Reimburse once the minimum HSA deductible is satisfied

• Employees in the same class can be offered a choice 
between HSA-compatible ICHRA and one that is not 
HSA-compatible
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Special Enrollment Period

• Individuals who gain access to an ICHRA qualify for a 60-day 

special enrollment period in the public insurance exchange and 

individual market.

• ICHRA coverage will begin:

– If ICHRA coverage is secured before the individual medical, then 

ICHRA will become effective first day of the first month following 

enrollment in medical

– If ICHRA is secured after the medical effective date, ICHRA begins 

on the first day of the month after the qualifying event occurred
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The ACA and 

Individual Coverage HRA:

What We (Think We) Know 



ICHRA’s Impact on the 

ACA Employer Mandate

Affordable ICHRA Unaffordable  ICHRA

4980H(a) “Offer of Coverage” 

Penalty

Avoids $2,000* annual penalty Avoids $2,000* annual penalty

Premium Tax Credit PTC not available Employee can choose the 

HRA or PTC
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An ICHRA automatically qualifies as “minimum essential coverage” and is an 
“offer of coverage” for the purposes of satisfying the ACA’s Employer Mandate.



ICHRA’s Impact on the 

ACA Employer Mandate

Affordable ICHRA Unaffordable  ICHRA

4980H(b) “Unaffordable” 

Penalty

Avoids $3,000* annual penalty Does not avoid $3,000* annual 

penalty

4980H(b) “Inadequate/Not MV” 

Penalty

Avoids $3,000* annual penalty Does not avoid $3,000* annual 

penalty

Premium Tax Credit PTC not available Employee can choose the 

HRA or PTC
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An ICHRA which is “affordable” is deemed to meet “minimum value” satisfying 
the ACA’s Employer Mandate.

An ICHRA which is “unaffordable” does not meet “minimum value”.  The 
employee can choose the ICHRA or the PTC, but not both.
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Opportunity to Opt Out

Employees must be permitted to opt 

out of participation annually at the 

beginning of the plan year or 

effective date of coverage

Opportunity to Waive 

Necessary to maintain HSA-

eligibility or receive a PTC

Termination of Employment

Remaining amounts in ICHRA 

are forfeited  

Opt Out and Waive

Participant is permitted to 

permanently opt out of and waive 

future reimbursements from the 

ICHRA

ICHRA’s Impact on the Individual’s
Premium Tax Credit Eligibility



ICHRA’s Impact on the 

Premium Tax Credit & ALE Exposure

Employee’s Choice Employer’s 4980H(b) Penalty

Employee Chooses the ICHRA Avoids $3,000* annual penalty

Employee Chooses the PTC Employer liable for the $3,000* annual penalty
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If the employee chooses to take the ICHRA, the employee is no longer eligible 
for the PTC.  The ALE would mark IRS Form 1095-C Line 16 with “2C.”

If the employee waives the ICHRA and chooses the PTC, the ALE will be liable 
for the $3,000* (indexed) annual penalty.

Employee must have an opportunity to waive ICHRA participation annually at 
the beginning of the plan year or effective date of coverage.



What is Affordable?  Great Question!

• IRS has not finalized how employer affordability safe 

harbors will work yet

– Expected soon from the IRS (we know 2020 affordability 

percentage is 9.78%)

• We believe ICHRA will be deemed “affordable” if:

– Difference between the monthly premium for lowest-cost available 

silver plan and 1/12 of the annual ICHRA contribution is equal to or 

less than the applicable affordability safe harbor percentage

– This is consistent with earlier proposed regulation
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What is Affordable?  Great Question!

• We believe ICHRA will be deemed “affordable” if:

– Difference between the monthly premium for lowest-cost available 

silver plan and 1/12 of the annual ICHRA contribution is equal to or 

less than the applicable affordability safe harbor percentage
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Example: In 2020, an employer makes an annual contribution of $3,600 to an 
employee’s ICHRA. The monthly premium for the lowest cost available silver plan 
in the area is $400.   

$400 – ($3,600/12) = $100/month

The ICHRA is an affordable offer of coverage for the employee if $100/month is 
within an affordability safe harbor for that employee in 2020.
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Excepted Benefits HRAs



Excepted Benefit HRAs
EBHRA

Employer Size Not applicable

Reimbursement Options General medical expenses, dental, vision, Long Term Care, COBRA, Short-

term Limited Duration Insurance (STLDI)

Employer Plan Design The employer offers traditional GHP to the employee whether or not the 

employee elects it. This means the employee cannot also be offered ICHRA.

Terms Must be offered to all employees in the class on the same terms

Annual Reimbursement Max $1,800 indexed

Does not consider family size

Premium Tax Credit Not available if GHP is affordable, MV coverage

Employee Requirements Must be offered GHP
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Final Thoughts and Questions



Will the Industry be Ready?
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January 1, 2020

• Anticipated increase in individual market enrollment

• Adjusted product offerings

• Written and communicated procedures 

• Accurate eligibility determinations 
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Questions?
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